
ADOPTION/FOSTER CONTRACT 
LOS CABOS HS. A.C. 

Full name of Adopter/Foster ________________________________________ Fee ____________ 


Address ______________________________________________________________Age ________ 


Email Address ________________________________________ Cell phone __________________ 


Name of pet___________________________________  Age of pet __________ Sex___________ 


Pet’s physical or behavioral characteristics 


__________________________________________________________________________________ 


I became aware of LCHS through ___Friends, ___ Social Media ___Visit to Shelter ___Other


Los Cabos HS. A.C., as representative of the adoption, grants custody of the animal in a good 
state of health and informs adopter/foster that the adopted/fostered pet has gone through a 
quarantine control, and for dogs, tested negative for distemper and parvo virus,  and for cats, 
negative for leukemia and AIDS. The adopter/foster undertakes to maintain a sanitary 
environment, take the pet to a veterinarian for vaccinations, deworming and/or for any illness 
that may occur. The Los Cabos HS. A.C. has delivered health records at this time proving that 
vaccinations are up to date, and that the animal is sterilized, dewormed and free of mites. 


The adopter commits, by signing this contract to: 


1. Be over 18 years of age as shown on __________________________________ and 
undertakes to provide the care that the animal needs: to feed it, take it out for walks, 
provide a place for elimination away from the place of rest and habitual housing, shelter it 
and treat it with respect. 


2. Not permit the pet on public roads, parks or fields without supervision or a leash, adhering 
to Article 17 of the Law on the Protection of Domestic Animals for the State of Baja 
California Sur. (LPAD) 


3. Have or acquire the knowledge of the basic principles of animal care in order to provide a 
decent life for their new pet.  


4. Not abandon, give away, give up, sell or sacrifice the pet. If euthanasia is contemplated it 
must be justified by a certified veterinarian and only performed for a very serious illness, 
with prior written authorization from a certified veterinarian. 


5. Not perform amputations of any kind for aesthetic reasons. 

6. Never hit, humiliate or use the pet for economic purposes. 

7. Inform the Los Cabos HS. A.C. of any change of address, telephone, or e-mail address, or 

upon the death or loss of the animal. 

8. Accept civil responsibility of the animal according to Chapter IV The Law on the Protection 

of Domestic Animals for Baja California Sur.
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9. Allow the HS AC access to observe the state of adaptation and general conditions of the 
animal and its new home, reserving the right to withdraw custody if it is determined that the 
animal is not adequately attended or if any contract condition is not fulfilled. 


10. Contact the Los Cabos HS. A.C. in the event that the adopter becomes unable to care for 
the adopted animal and allow the Los Cabos HS. A.C. to search for a new adopter. In this 
situation, the adopter will take care of the animal until a new owner can be found. 


11. Assume all costs incurred for the animal’s maintenance in the event that it is withdrawn 
from adopter’s custody and to assume all costs associated with the animal’s recovery if it 
presents any type of injury or requires veterinary treatment due to lack of care, illness, or 
any other cause related directly or indirectly to the adopter.


The adoption of a puppy or kitten will be subject to the following: 


A. Upon receiving your vaccination card, the Adopter/Foster will be obliged to return by 
the dates indicated by the staff of Los Cabos HS. A.C., with the aim of complying with 
the basic vaccination chart. 


B. The Adopter/Foster agrees that acquiring a puppy carries a very high risk of contracting 
diseases that could cause the death of the pet because it is exposed to different 
environments. Adopter/Foster understands that bringing a new animal into a household 
to coexist with other animals is at Adopter’s/Foster’s risk and agrees to provide the 
utmost care to the new pet as it integrates with its new family. 


C. The Adopter accepts all and releases the Los Cabos HS. A.C. from any responsibility 
for the animal.


 Exclusive article for Foster that will be subject to the following: 


A. If the pet that will be given in Foster is in need of medication, the Foster commits to 
provide the medications in a timely manner. 


B. The Foster will receive the necessary amount of food so that it can gradually change to 
the food of his/her choice. 


C. The Foster will report any change in temperament or behavior of the animal, as well as 
any sign of illness to the Los Cabos HS. A.C.


D. The Foster is obliged to use only the veterinary services of Los Cabos HS. A.C. Should 
the Foster use another veterinary service, The Los Cabos HS. A.C. may remove the pet 
from the Foster’s care and the Foster will be obliged to pay for the veterinary services 
that are incurred inside and outside the services of the Los Cabos HS. A.C. 


The Adopter/Foster declares to be satisfied with the conditions of adoption and confirms that 
the other people who live at the home where the adopted/fostered animal will live have been 
previously informed of their desire to adopt/foster and that all agree to collaborate and fulfill the 
conditions of the contract as Adopters/Fosters.


Signatures 


_________________________ 		 _____________________	  _________________________

     Los Cabos HS. A.C. 	 	    Clinical Area Name 		 	 Adopter/Foster

  C. Armando Martínez 	                  C. Leticia Linas
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